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new titles

Young Adult

Three friends discover, surfing just got serious!
Kate McMahonʼs surfing-inspiredBikini Collective books are just
what sporty teen readers are lookingfor.
Ocean Rules : The Bikini Collective 1
Kate McMahon
Print ISBN: 978-1-925579-89-5
228 pages, 127x203 mm
ebook ISBN: 978-1-925579-88-8

Lost in LA : The Bikini Collective 2
Kate McMahon
Print ISBN: 978-0-648478-20-1
206 pages, 127x203 mm
ebook ISBN: 978-0-648478-21-8

Sea of Gratitude :
The Bikini Collective 3
Kate McMahon
Print ISBN: 978-0-648478-22-5
218 pages, 127x203mm
ebook ISBN: 978-0-648478-23-2

Outback Yankee
A fun new rom-comfilled with gigglesand sighs.
Marina Shenko is not coping with digital detox. If she doesn't reconnect
with the world as soon as possible, her social media career will tank.
Once she gets back online, she discovers her parents are in huge trouble for
committing major art fraud. All those beautiful paintings she posed in
front of? Fake, fake fake!
Marina's fame was the main reason her familywere found out. She feels
responsible for being the crack in the dam wall. But she also feels stupid
because -why didn't she know?
Outback Brat camp isn't all bad. She has plenty in common with a Jackaroo
called Cooper, who knows a fair bit about art himself. He's a lad of many
talents and is the rom part of the com.
Cooper too has benefited from fraud, by assuming a heritage that isn't his.
Turns out, 'fake it till you make it' is not always great advice.
Print ISBN: 978-1-922486-08-0
Ebook ISBN: 978-1-922486-07-3
Paperback 203 x 127 mm
210 pages

The plot line is breezy enough to please any younger teenager and
includes an essential ingredient for this age group -a moral dilemma.
Louise Wilson -AmazonReview

The Complete Shambles
All four Ondine novels
in one big Brugelish book.
15-year-old Ondine is
shocked when her pet ferret
Shambles talks -in a cheeky
Scottish accent no less! He is, in
Print ISBN: 978-1-922486-10-3 fact, a young man trapped in a
witch's curse.
ebook ISBN: 978-0-648284-23-9
When he briefly transforms into
Paperback 229 x 152 mm
his human self, Ondine is smitten.
868 pages

The Ondine Novels

Young Adult fiction with funny footnotes

Journey to Brugel for a fairytale
collection of folklore. Every story is
refreshing and yet
comfortingly familiar.
A welcome companion to the
much-lovedOndine series.
A Brugel Fairytale Treasury
Ebony McKenna
Print ISBN: 978-0-648284-21-5
ebook ISBN: 978-1-393350-25-5
203 x 127 mm
220 pages

The Summer of Shambles
Ondine Book 1
Print ISBN: 978-0-995383-91-3
203 x 127 mm 216 pages
ebook ISBN: 978-1-393869-53-5
This first book in the ONDINE quadrilogy is filled with adventure,
fairy-tale romance and magical fun.
At Psychic Summercamp, fifteen-year-oldOndine doubts she
possesses her family's magical abilities.
But when her pet ferret Shambles starts talking-in a cheeky
Scottish accent no less -anything seems possible.
Is Shambles really a young man trapped in a witch's curse, as he
claims? What terrible crime did he commit to deserve such a
punishment?
While Ondine tries to untangle the truth about Shambles, the pair
uncover a plot to assassinate a royal family member and unlock the
secret to a long-losttreasure.
Amongst all this intrigue and mayhem, can Ondine overcome her
self-doubts and save the day?

The Autumn Palace
Ondine Book 2
Print ISBN: 978-0-995383-92-0
203 x 127 mm 258 pages
ebook ISBN: 978-1-386864-58-5
This second sassy adventure in the ONDINE quadrilogy combines
fairytale romance with magical fun.
Detective duo Ondine and her hand-some new boyfriend Hamish
-who has a talent for transforming into a ferret -have landed
themselves a dangerous mission from The Duke of Brugel.
Upon entering the palace grounds they are confronted by a fierce
tornado that awakens something dark and ominous.
Unexplained phenomena begin intruding on every day life at an
alarming rate.
Surrounded by strange magic,Ondine and Hamish must expose a
royal conspiracy, champion the palace's downtrodden servants
and solve a baffling mystery.
With so much at stake, will they ever find time for their burgeoning
romance to blossom?

The Winter of Magic
Ondine Book 3
Print ISBN: 978-0-995383-93-7
203 x 127 mm 288 pages
ebook ISBN: 978-1-393133-50-6
This third spellbinding instalment in the ONDINE quadrilogy
takes a dark turn, as the country of Brugel descends into
anarchy .
Mutating magic is spreading across Europe like a plague.
'Normals' are developing supernatural powers at a startling
rate, and sixteen-year-oldOndine appears to be at the heart
of it.
To unravel the mystery, Ondine and her boyfriend Hamish
infiltrate CovenCon, a gathering of hundreds of witches
presided over by wanna-be-witch-queenMrs Howser.
There she tempts Ondine with an intriguing offer -but can Mrs
Howser be trusted?
As dark magic riots break out in the nation's capital, Ondine is
left with a heart-breakingchoice that could tear her apart from
her beloved Hamish . . . forever.

The Spring Revolution
Ondine Book 4
Print ISBN: 978-0-9953839-4-4
203 x 127 mm 312 pages
ebook ISBN: 978-1-393421-25-2
This final part of the captivating ONDINE quadrilogy combines
dramatic adventure with quirky fun.
Mutating Magic is everywhere! 'Normals' possess
superpowers.
With a dark army gathering strength and the cunning Lord
Vincent plotting to seize control of the country of Brugel, it's up
to Ondine and her beloved boyfriend Hamish to expose the
truth.
As the capital falls,Ondine must put aside her fears and lead
the people of Brugel in a revolt against the tyrannical forces
threatening her family -and democracy itself.
In the midst of all the chaos, Ondine discovers that Hamish has
been hiding a disturbing secret, which could end their
relationship forever . . .
In this climactic and emotional outing, fans will discover
stunning revelations that unlock hidden truths spread
throughout the four-bookONDINE saga.

The Girl & The Ghost
Print ISBN: 978-0-995383-96-8
203 x 127 mm 250 pages
ebook ISBN: 978-1-386833-46-8
Publicity-shyteen Morgan Parker would love a day
free from scandal, but her tabloid-fodderfamily can't
help making idiots of themselves in public.
So when a confused -and a little bit gorgeous -ghost
by the name of George Sebastian Wallace shows up
in her room, Morgan welcomes the distraction from
the chaos of her real life.
As Morgan gets to know George, she brings him up
to speed with the modern world.
The trouble is, the modern world can't see George,
only Morgan can.
Suddenly the rest of the world is fascinated with
Morgan and her 'imaginary friend'.
Now Morgan's the one creating scandal and family
embarrassment, and she hasn't a clue how to stop it.

Robyn and the Hoodettes
print ISBN: 978-0-9953839-5-1
203 x 127 mm 218 pages
ebook ISBN: 978-1-393306-84-9
A thrilling retelling of the Robin Hood
adventure with a fun gender flip.
When tax collectors raid her village,
headstrong peasant Robyn vows to take
everything back.
Her righteous spirit lands her on the
'wrongteous' side of the law .
Attempts to fix things only makes life
worse as Robyn, and her best friend
Marion the blacksmith's son, fall deeper
into trouble . . .
and a little bit in love.

1916-ish
Print ISBN: 978-0-995383-90-6
203 x 127 mm 222 pages
Time Travel, daring adventure and romance await sixteen-yearold Australian student Ingrid Calloway during her visit to France.
When Ingrid joins a wargame re-enactment with local teenagers
Luc and Marianne Durand, all hell breaks loose!
Gunfire, tanks and explosions become real, as the trio are
transported back in time to the perilous trenches of the First
World War. It's not a game any more.
As Ingrid struggles to adapt to a dangerous world vastly
different to her comfortable 21st century lifestyle,she finds
herself attracted to headstrong Luc. But while Ingrid
desperately wants to return home, Luc wants to stay put in this
quaint pocket of yesteryear.
However, these 1916 streets of Paris aren't how observant
Ingrid remembers them from her school lessons. Someone is
rewriting history.
As events spiral out of control, the teenagers must band
together and confront their worst fears, if they're to get back to
their own time alive.

Ebook contemporary romance novellas
Ebony McKenna writing as Ebony Jean
Cupid Games
Ebony Jean
ISBN: 978-0-648284-25-3
A sexy contemporary romance novella of the enemies to lovers
variety, with all the feels. Ambitious restaurateur Cassidy Young is
creating her own identity away from her powerful family. She's
determined to leave her mistake-riddled past in the past, and strike
out on her own.
Ripe For The Picking
Ebony Jean
ISBN: 978-1-922486-02-8
Bruised and drowning in debt from divorcing her high-schoolsweetheart, Leesa
Cummings is determined to rebuild her life on the family farm, one quiet crop
season at a time. All her problems seem over when handsome big-city lawyer
Harry Stephenson buys the 'front house' -no more debt, no more worries, right?
Wrong!
Harry soon embroils her in a fake engagement, drags her into the centre of
high-societylife and puts her at the centre of a storm of gossip. Leesa's
problems are only just beginning.

Regency Romance Novellas
Ebony McKenna writing as Ebony Oaten
Marquess and Tell -Ebony Oaten -available from March 23, 2021
ebook ISBN: 978-1-922486-06-6
The newly-mintedMarquess of Hadlow thought the campaign against Napoleon
was risky,but nothing could prepare him for the onslaught of debutantes arriving at
his door, with marriage on their minds.
Completely unprepared for this dangerous new mission of finding a well-doweried
bride, he trades places with his familyʼsloyal retainer. That way, heʼll be able to
safely observe the guests from a distance.
Itʼsthe perfect plan.
Me and Mr Jones -Ebony Oaten -available June 23, 2021
ebook ISBN: 978-1-922486-09-7
Wallflower CARYS TALBOT is desperate to keep her late fatherʼs Swansea tramcar
company running, but patronage is down and winter is closing in. She needs a
business partner, and quickly .
Everyone thinks RHYS JONEs is a lad from the valleys. If anyone discovered his
secret, heʼd be run out of town. Thatʼs why he needs Carys Talbot to make an
honest man out of him.

Non-fiction writing guides
Self-PublishingFundamentals
Ebony McKenna

Author Business College
Ebony McKenna
ISBN: 978-1-922486-05-9
ebook only
The Self-PublishingFundamentals series is a range of
writing guides for authors of all genres.
A guide that gives insider tips and tricks from an author
who is in the trenches with you.
Ebony McKenna is the author of many bestselling books,
and, gulp,the author of some books that went absolutely
nowhere!
Yes, she's made plenty of mistakes along the way, so that
you don't have to.
Ebony shows authors what works and what will end up
being a massive time slurp for little reward.
This great 'chonk' of a guide book will steer you in the
right direction, to help you make the best business
decisions for your writing career.

The Ticking Clock
Ebony McKenna
ISBN: 978-0-648284-24-6
ebook only
Writers lookingto add that special ingredient to their
fiction need to use The TickingClock device. It's like an
engine for your story, powering it along. More than
that, it's a technique to keep your readers hooked all
the way to the last page.
The TickingClock is an excellent way to raise the stakes
for your protagonists, by givingthem a fixed deadline to
'do the thing'. Deadlines can be deeply emotional and
personal (a must for romance) or world-shatteringfor
action/adventure.
This writers' guide offers troubleshooting suggestions
and plenty of examples from popular books and
movies of all kinds,to show writers how they can
incorporate this structural essential into their work.

Get Your Book Into Australian Libraries
Ebony McKenna

Print ISBN: 978-0-648284-20-8
229x152 mm 118 pages
ebook ISBN: 978-1-540176-09-7
An essential resource for all Australian authors, whether
traditionally, small-press or self-published,to help them
get their books onto library shelves
across the country, professionally.
It doesnʼt end with the sales – McKenna explains the
important stages of registering for Lending Rights,
enabling authors to collect official royalties for years to
come.
Librarians will adore this book. Theyʼllwant a copy on
the reference shelves and a copy by the front desk, for
handing over to local authors who arrive with their book
to donate.

Edit Your Own Romance Novel
Ebony McKenna
Print ISBN: 978-0-995383-98-2
229x152mm 164 pages
ebookISBN: 978-1-386433-36-1
The essential writing,research & publishing guide romance
writers need. This hands-on,incredibly practical book shows
writers how to turn their manuscript into a magnificent novel.
First it shows authors how to recognise backstory in their novel
(usually the first few chapters) and sternly encourages them to
cut it out.
Next, itʼstime to *really* get down to work, making sure authors
have the 13 Main Scenes to deliver maximumsatisfaction to the
romance reader.
Then The Staircase of Turning Points will punch up a
manuscriptʼs most important scenes.
This romance-specific editing guide. written by an awardwinning romance novelist, is filled with examples from books
and movies to show writers how the techniques work, and how
to apply them to their romance manuscripts.

